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Useful Links

Explore mental health resources provided by the Office of Health Promotion, including counseling services and self-help tools. If your student is struggling with a mental health concern, or you'd like to learn more about how to support them, please visit the website.

Career Center

Handshake helps students find career opportunities. With thousands of employers through events, direct messaging, and job/internship applications, Handshake is a valuable resource for students. The Office of Career Services has partnered with the Handshake app to provide students with access to the latest job listings and internships.

In Case You Missed It

The Lilac Hill residential Plan

Construction begins on Lilac Hill student housing.

Grants from the Curricular Innovation grants for faculty and PACE grants for departments or programs continue to support the Carleton community. Construction begins on Lilac Hill student housing and the Lilac Hill residential Plan.
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career. A career is a path to something. A career is a journey. A career is a dream. A career is a way of life. A career is a choice. A career is a responsibility. A career is a passion. A career is a purpose. A career is a legacy.
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